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The rise of graphene opens a door to qubit implementation, as discussed in the recent proposal of valley pair
qubits in double quantum dots of gapped graphene (G. Y. Wu, N.-Y. Lue, and L. Chang, arXiv:1104.0443). The
work here presents the comprehensive theory underlying the proposal. It discusses the interaction of electrons
with external magnetic and electric fields in such structures. Specifically, it examines a strong, unique mechanism,
i.e., the analog of the first-order relativistic effect in gapped graphene. This mechanism is state mixing free and
allows, together with electrically tunable exchange coupling, a fast, all-electric manipulation of qubits via electric
gates, in the time scale of ns. The work also looks into the issue of fault tolerance in a typical case, yielding at
10 K a long qubit coherence time [∼O(ms)].
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the basis of quantum computing1 realization is the
physical implementation of qubits—two-state quantum information units. The rise of graphene2,3 has expanded the
spectrum of materials suited to implementation. Graphene is
a two-dimensional material with a unique electron dispersion,
simulating that of Dirac particles. Because the dispersion
has two degenerate, independent energy valleys, a degree
of freedom (DOF)—the valley state of an electron—appears
as a potential information carrier.4 This opens a path with
distinctive advantages to encode quantum information—using
“valley-based” qubits in quantum dots (QDs), as discussed in a
recent proposal on valley pair qubits.5 The feasibility of valley
qubits in graphene rings6 or valley control in other allotropes
of carbon, e.g., carbon nanotube (CNT) QDs with disorder,7
have also been discussed recently and are based on different
implementations and physical mechanisms.
Valley pair qubits utilize “valley singlet/triplet states” in
double quantum dot (DQD) structures of gapped graphene
to represent the logic 0/1 states, respectively. Notably,
they are characterized by (a) scalability and fault tolerance,
(b) all-electric manipulation via electric gates, and (c) a
long coherence time, all being rather useful assets in qubit
implementation. The principles underlying the qubits overlap
with those developed for spin qubits, but with important
differences.
In the spin case, for instance, the quantum dot (QD)
approach (using confined electron spins)8 usually serves as the
basis. Because of energy quantization, electron state coherence
in QDs is generally enhanced. In addition, the exchange
coupling between electrons in adjacent QDs is electrically tunable, aiding greatly the realization of all-electric qubit/qugate
manipulation. Using the QD approach, various paradigm
tactics may additionally be applied, including utilization of
spin pair qubits to attain scalability and fault tolerance,9–13
the Rashba mechanism of spin-orbit interaction (SOI) to
achieve coherent, electric manipulation of a single spin,14–16
and materials with weak SOI and vanishing hyperfine field
(HF), such as graphene17 or CNT,18 in order to resolve the
problem of state relaxation/decoherence.
1098-0121/2011/84(19)/195463(13)

The QD approach and the aforementioned tactics together
constitute a good framework for the development of analogous
qubits. However, being solutions to separate issues, the various
tactics are sometimes at odds with one another in a materialdependent way. For instance, where a strong Rashba mechanism is available, the HF or the SOI inevitably cause state
relaxation/decoherence,19–23 whereas in materials with weak
SOI, qubit manipulation based on the mechanism of electron
spin resonance is often employed or suggested24,25 which
involves an ac magnetic field. For this reason, varied materials,
e.g., GaAs,13,25,26 CNT,18 or InAs,27 have been exploited, each
suited to certain tactics, in the recent demonstration of spin
qubits.
Interestingly, in the case of valley pair qubits in DQD
structures of gapped graphene, these tactics can all be
realized (in their “valley” version) without contradicting one
another, thus providing a prospect for valley-based quantum
computing.5 Graphene is a carbon allotrope and is therefore
weak in both HF and SOI, giving rise to long spin coherence
time.17 The qubit manipulation here is based on a unique
mechanism, namely, the analog of the first-order relativistic
effect due to the Dirac spectrum in gapped graphene. Being
of “relativistic” origin, the mechanism is similar to the SOI,
with strength comparable to that of the SOI in InAs. But
there is a remarkable difference—it is valley-diagonal and
hence state-mixing free, as opposed to the SOI. Based on the
mechanism, a dc or ac electric field can be applied to modulate
the orbital magnetic moment of a confined electron, creating
a magnetic moment gradient in the DQD structure. In the
presence of a static, uniform magnetic field, it results in a
coherent qubit state rotation (in the effective Bloch sphere).
For manipulation of the qubit into an arbitrary state, another
rotation independent of the foregoing one is required, and is
provided by exploiting the exchange coupling in the qubit.
With these two rotations together, a fast, all-electric qubit
manipulation may be performed by standard electric gate
operation, in the time scale ∼O(ns). In a typical case, the
valley relaxation time is estimated to be O(ms), sufficiently
long for the manipulation.
This paper presents the comprehensive theory underlying
valley pair qubits. The tuning of magnetic moment is one
focus of this paper. It is discussed within a Schrodinger-
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type equation including the first-order “relativistic correction”
(R.C.). In addition, this paper examines the issue of qubit
coherence and investigates specifically the phonon-mediated
valley singlet-triplet transition. The presentation is organized
as follows. Section II presents an overview of the principles
underlying valley pair qubits. Sections III–VI supply the
details. In particular, Sec. III provides the quantum-mechanical
description of graphene QDs, including the Schrodinger-type
equation with the “first-order R.C.” Section IV estimates
the exchange interaction between two separately confined
electrons in the DQD structure. Section V discusses the valley
splitting in a QD, in the presence of a normal uniform magnetic
field, and also derives the associated valley magnetic moment
(μv ) correct to the first-order R.C. In Sec. VI, μv tuning in dc
and ac modes is discussed in relation to the qubit manipulation.
Section VII investigates the phonon-mediated valley relaxation
and the valley singlet-triplet transition. Section VIII summarizes the study. Appendix A provides a brief derivation of the
Schrödinger-type equation for electrons in gapped graphene.
Appendix B presents an alternative treatment of the ac electric
effect on μv .
II. THE VALLEY PAIR QUBIT

A single-layer graphene is a gapless, two-dimensional
material of hexagonal lattice structure, with a diatomic basis
of carbon atoms. The electron energy dispersion simulates
that of massless Dirac particles, with E = ±vF |p| (+ for
the conduction band and − for the valence band), and the
conduction and the valence bands touch at two Dirac points
located at K and K  , respectively, of the Brilloiun zone.2,3 Here
vF is the Fermi velocity. The corresponding energy valleys at
K and K  are labeled by the isospin index τ v (τ v = 1 for K
and τ v = −1 for K  ) throughout the paper.
The implementation of valley qubits requires the presence
of a gap between the conduction and the valence bands. Such a
gap may be opened in a graphene layer epitaxially grown on a
SiC or BN substrate, due to the substrate-induced asymmetry
between the two basis atoms of a unit cell.28,29 The gap
opening can be understood from the symmetry point of view
as follows. In the gapless case, the fact that conduction and
valence bands are degenerate at the Dirac points is tied to the
inversion symmetry in graphene. The substrates SiC or BN
lack the symmetry and hence break the symmetry in graphene,
resulting in the opening of a gap. Since the gap opening is also
an important target for the researchers interested in building up
semiconducting graphene-based electronics, we are optimistic
that, with the present intensive efforts in this area, technologies
will be developed for routine growth of gapped graphene.
In gapped graphene, the corresponding electron dispersion
E = ±(2 + vF2 p2 )1/2 (+for the conduction band, and −for
the valence band) is characterized by the energy gap 2
and the effective mass m∗ = /vF2 . QDs may be formed via
electrostatic modulation of the energy bands in space, where
the energy gap is utilized to confine electrons or holes. In the
paper, we shall focus on electrons. (The discussion applies to
holes as well.)
Figure 1 shows the valley qubit system—a DQD structure
defined electrostatically, for example, by back gates (not shown
here). Gate VC tunes the potential barrier between the QDs and

FIG. 1. (Color online) The DQD qubit structure. The QDs are
electrostatically defined, for example, by back gates (not shown in
the figure). Gate VC is used to tune the potential barrier. Gates VL and
VR are applied for dc and ac μv tuning.

hence the corresponding interdot tunneling. Gates VL and VR
are applied to produce dc and ac electric fields across the
QDs, for tuning of electron magnetic moments in the QDs, as
discussed later.
In the absence of magnetic field, each QD is assumed
to accommodate only one quantized energy level. The
level is fourfold degenerate, consisting of the quadplet
|τv = ±1, σ = ±1/2 (one-electron states), in association
with the valley (τ v ) and the spin (σ ) degeneracy. The qubit
implementation requires placement of the structure in a tilted,
uniform magnetic field, denoted as Btotal (Btotal = Bplane +
Bnormal ). See Fig. 2. Here, Bplane is the in-plane component
and Bnormal is the component normal to the graphene layer
of the magnetic field. The presence of a tilted magnetic field
serves multiple purposes. It removes the redundant spin DOF
in the implementation of valley qubits as well as provides the
“Larmor precession” of qubits, as shall become clear below.
The magnetic field couples to both the spin and valley
DOFs of an electron, according to the following Zeeman-type
interaction:
HZ = −g ∗ sμB |Btotal | + τv μv |Bnormal |.

(2.1)

FIG. 2. (Color online) One-electron energy levels in a QD
placed in the tilted magnetic field Btotal (Btotal = Bplane +
Bnormal ). Conduction and valence bands of gapped graphene are
also shown. The Zeeman-type interaction for spin and valley
DOFs, HZ = −g ∗ σ μB |Btotal | + τv μv |Bnormal |, splits the quadplet
|τv = ±1, σ = ±1/2. For g ∗ μB |σ Btotal | > μv |Bnormal |, the splitting
leaves |τv = ±1, σ = ±1/2 as the lower valley doublet.
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Here g ∗ is the electron g factor, μB is the Bohr magneton, and
μv is the valley-dependent magnetic moment associated with
the orbital motion of an electron in gapped graphene.30 As
expressed in the equation, Btotal interacts with the spin DOF,
giving the usual Zeeman energy g ∗ σ μB |Btotal | and quantizing
the spin in the direction of Btotal , while Bnormal couples
additionally to the valley DOF, giving the corresponding
“valley” Zeeman term τv μv |Bnormal |. For 12 g ∗ μB |Btotal | >
μv |Bnormal |, the spin splitting leaves |τv = ±1, σ = 1/2 as
the lower valley doublet in each QD. The notations {KL ,KL }
and {KR ,KR } are used to denote the lower doublets confined
in the left and right QDs, respectively. (The spin index is
omitted, being fixed at σ = 1/2 here.) These constitute the
basis set of one-electron states in forming qubit states, which
are two-electron states, as explained next.
The valley pair qubit operates in the low-energy sector, with
the corresponding charge configuration (1,1), meaning that the
two electrons are separately confined in the QDs and occupy
the one-electron states {KL ,KL }/{KR ,KR }. Virtual electron
hopping between the QDs couples the (1,1) configuration to
the configuration (0,2) (where the electrons both reside in
the same QD), giving rise to the Heisenberg-type exchange
interaction

HJ = 14 J τL · τR , J ∼ 4td2-d U.
(2.2)
Here, J is the exchange coupling, td−d is the interdot tunneling,
and U is the energy detuning of (0,2) from (1,1). J is tunable
via gate VC (which controls td−d ) or back gates (which controls
U ). τ L(R) is the Pauli valley operator, with
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1 0
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, τy =
, τz =
.
1 0
i
0
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The logic 0/1 states are represented by the eigenstates of
HJ , i.e., the valley singlet |zS /triplet |zT 0 . Here,
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 cK
L KR
R
L
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1  + +
+ +
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(2.3)

in terms of electron creation operators for the QD-confined
states {KL ,KL ,KR ,KR }. Linear combinations of {|zS ,|zT 0 }
give
+ +
+ +
|x+  = cK
c  |vacuum, |x−  = cK
 cK |vacuum.
L K
R
R

FIG. 3. (Color online) Two-electron energy levels in the DQD.
|zT ±  are split away from {|zs ,|zT 0 }, by ±(μvL + μvR )|Bnormal |,
respectively. |zs  and |zT 0  are split in energy by J , while |x−  and
|x+  by 2(μvL − μvR )|Bnormal |.

is described by the following effective Hamiltonian in the
reduced space  v :
J
(2.4)
Heff = (μvL − μvR )Bnormal τx + τz
2
in the basis of {|zS ,|zT 0 }.
Heff governs the time evolution of the qubit state. The τ x
part generates a rotation R̂(θx = x tx ) about the x axis (of
the Bloch sphere) when it is applied for the time tx , where x
is the Larmor frequency, e.g., x = 2(μvL − μvR )Bnormal /h̄.
The τ z part generates a rotation R̂z (θz = z tz ) about the z axis
(z = J /h̄, and tz is the corresponding time). Together, R̂x and
R̂z allow for the manipulation of a single qubit. See Fig. 4.
According to Eq. (2.4), a gradient in the magnetic moment,
i.e., μvL = μvR , is a required condition for the manipulation.
Because the magnetic moment is energy dependent, it can be
modulated by tuning the electron energy level in the QD (as
discussed in Sec. V). Therefore, a structural differentiation in
the QDs may provide the required gradient. There are also
controllable, electric means of modulating μvL /μvR in dc or
ac modes via back gates or gates VL /VR in order to furnish the
gradient (the latter being discussed in Sec. VI). In the dc mode,
(μvL − μvR ) is time independent, and an initial qubit state,
e.g., |(t = 0) = |zS , undergoes the following rotation:


|(t) = R̂n θn(dc) |zS ,


 (dc) 
i
(dc)

,
(2.5)
R̂n θn
= exp − τ · θn
2
t
θn(dc) = (2(μvL − μvR )Bnormal ,0,J ),
h̄

L

The qubit state space (denoted as  v ) is expanded
by |zS  and |zT 0 , and isomorphic to the spin-1/2 state
space, e.g., |zS  ↔ |sz = −1/2, |zT 0  ↔ |sz = 1/2, |x−  ↔
|sx = −1/2, |x+  ↔ |sx = 1/2. The other triplet states,
+ +
+ +
|zT +  = cK
c |vacuum, |zT −  = cK
 c  |vacuum,
K
L KR
L

R

are outside  v and not needed for quantum computing.
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) determine the energy levels of various two-electron states. See Fig. 3. Bnormal splits |zT ±  away
from {|zS ,|zT 0 }, by (μvL + μvR )|Bnormal |. |zS  and |zT 0  are
separated by J , while |x−  and |x+  by 2(μvL − μvR )|Bnormal |.
Here, μvL and μvR are the valley magnetic moments in the
left and right QDs, respectively. Overall, the qubit system

FIG. 4. (Color online) The time evolution of a qubit state, as
governed by Heff , consists of a rotation R̂x (θ x ) about the x axis of the
Bloch sphere, and a rotation R̂z (θ z ) about the z axis. θ x and θ z are
the respective angles of rotation.
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where the direction and the magnitude of θn(dc) determine the
axis and the angle of rotation, respectively. Tuning of the
ratio (μvL − μvR ) : J by VL , VR , and VC (or back gates)
determines the direction of θn(dc) , and tuning of the time length
t determines the magnitude of θn(dc) . On the other hand, the
manipulation can also be performed in the ac mode, where
(μvL − μvR ) varies periodically in time, as discussed in
Sec. VI. It allows the application of qubit resonance techniques
to qubit manipulation, with the Rabi frequency R = z .
Although the application has initially been suggested to be
performed via periodic modulation of the exchange coupling
J ,10 the alternative provided here—periodic modulation of
(μvL − μvR )—adds another dimension to it.
This qubit implementation is the analog of the spin pair
scheme.9–13 It shares the distinctive advantages provided in the
scheme, e.g., scalability and fault tolerance, and the method
developed in the scheme for the initialization-readout-qugate
operation12 may be adapted here. For example, the following
electrical readout method is suggested. One can bias the two
quantum dots asymmetrically in a qubit such that the (1,1)
charge configuration (meaning one electron per quantum dot)
is projected to the (0,2) configuration (meaning that both of the
electrons now reside in the same quantum dot). The projection
depends on the qubit state as follows. Because the (0,2) singlet
and triplet states differ sizably in energy (with the difference
being basically that between the ground state and the first
excited state in the quantum dot), the bias asymmetry between
the quantum dots can be set such that only the (1,1) singlet state
can successfully make the transition to the (0,2) singlet, while
the (1,1) triplet does not make the transition to the (0,2) triplet
(i.e., a valley blockade phenomenon). After the projection, a
quantum point contact sensor near one of the quantum dot is
used to measure the charge number in the quantum dot. This
provides the readout of the valley qubit state.
As Eq. (2.4) forms the basis of qubit manipulation, it
constitutes the core of the discussion in Secs. III–VI. These
sections supplement the argument leading to Eq. (2.4), estimate
the parameters (e.g., μvL , μvR , and J ) in the equation, discuss
ways to control the parameters, and the qubit manipulation
based on the equation.
III. THE QUANTUM MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION

It is obvious from Sec. II that tuning of the magnetic
moment (μvL and μvR ) is an important part of the qubit
manipulation. In order to prepare the background for the
discussion of tuning, this section describes the quantum
mechanics of a graphene QD in the presence of both an in-plane
electric field and a normal magnetic field Bnormal .
An electron in the case satisfies the following Dirac-type
equation:3
HD φD = EφD ,
HD = H0 (τv ) + Helectric + Hmagnetic (τv ),
 
φA
,
φD =
φB



vF (p̂x − iτv p̂y )
H0 (τv ) =
,
vF (p̂x + iτv p̂y )
−

Helectric =


V
0



Hmagnetic (τv ) = evF


0
,
V
0
Ax + iτv Ay


Ax − iτv Ay
,
0

V = VQD + Vε .

(3.1)

Here, HD is the Dirac Hamiltonian, D is the two-component
Dirac wave function, VQD is the confining QD potential
energy,


Vε is the external electric potential energy, and Ax ,Ay is the
vector potential in association with the magnetic field.
For the qubit implementation, we consider the case where
E ∼  (the “nonrelativistic limit”). In this limit, Eq. (3.1) is
reduced to the following Schrödinger-type equation [correct
to O(Bnormal ) and the first-order R.C.]:
H φ = Eφ, H = H (0) + H (1) .
H

(0)

(3.2)

is the nonrelativistic part, with
2

H (0) =

π
+ V + τv μv0 Bnormal ,
2m∗

and H (1) is the first-order R.C., with
h̄
H (1) = τv ∗ [(∇V ) × π ]normal (VOI)
4m 
2
 2
2
1
π
1
(p V ),
−
+ τv μv0 Bnormal −
∗
∗
2 2m
8m 
 μv0 = eh̄ .
π = p + eA,
2m∗
H is the Schrödinger Hamiltonian, and  denotes the onecomponent Schrödinger wave function. The electron energy
E is now defined with respect to the conduction-band edge.
H (0) describes the motion of a charged particle in the magnetic
field Bnormal . The last term τ v μv0 Bnormal in H (0) gives rise to
the valley splitting in the field, with μv0 = e/2m∗ being the
nonrelativistic valley magnetic moment, the analog of the Bohr
spin magneton. The first term in H (1) is called the valley-orbit
interaction (VOI),31 the analog of spin-orbit interaction. The
second term is the usual first-order relativistic correction to the
nonrelativistic kinetic energy. The third term is the Darwin’s
term. Equation (3.2) is derived in Appendix A. Equations (3.1)
and (3.2) shall be utilized in Sec. V.
The appearance of VOI can be roughly understood as
follows, if we choose to describe physics in the reference frame
which moves with the electron. In the presence of the electric
field ∇V in the laboratory reference frame, the transformation
of electromagnetic fields introduces an effective magnetic field
proportional to [(∇V ) × π ]normal in the moving frame. The
interaction between the effective magnetic field and the valley
magnetic moment gives rise to the VOI.
IV. THE EXCHANGE COUPLING J

The tuning of the exchange coupling constitutes an
important part of qubit manipulation in the quantum dot
approach.8,10–13 This is also true in the case of valley pair
qubits. In this section, the coupling is evaluated for near-gap
electrons (i.e., the nonrelativistic limit). We consider the
double graphene QDs (with size ∼L), as shown in Fig. 1,
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(4.1)

We assume that the two QDs are identical, and there is only
one confined level in each QD, with energy E (relative to the
conduction-band edge). U here reduces to the on-site Coulomb
energy. The depth of the QD potential is denoted as V0 and
taken to be of the order of E. Specifically, we use V0 = 2E. In
the nonrelativistic limit, where the Schrödinger-type equation
(3.2) applies, we estimate roughly
√ ∗
2m (V0 − E)
. (4.2)
td -d ∼ O(1)E exp(−2αW ), α =
h̄
Here, W is the interdot potential barrier width. Using  ∼ 0.14
eV,28 vF = 106 m/s, L ∼ 350 Å, E ∼ 30 meV, U ∼ 10 meV,
and W ∼ 0.5 L in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain J ∼ O(1)
meV. Lower values of J can be obtained by increasing W , the
interdot barrier height (via gate VC ), or the detuning U (via
back gates).12,13

This section discusses the valley splitting in a QD, in
the presence of a normal magnetic field Bnormal , as well as the
valley magnetic moment μv . The result shall be utilized in the
discussion of magnetic moment tuning in Sec. VI. Throughout
the paper, we assume the weak magnetic field limit, e.g.,
lB,

lorbital ∼ L, lB =

h̄
eBnormal

.

lorbital is the electron orbital size, L is the QD size, and lB
is the magnetic length. We shall neglect the terms which
2
) in the calculation. Moreover, in the regime
are O(Bnormal
considered here, QD size confinement dominates over Landaulevel quantization, allowing for the discussion of magnetic
effects here to be carried out within the perturbation theory.
A general discussion of valley splitting is given first, based
on the Dirac equation (3.1).32 We begin with the case of
gapless graphene, i.e.,  = 0. It is straightforward to verify
that if (A ,B ) is a solution to Eq. (3.1) for τ v = 1, then
in association with it, there is a degenerate solution (B ,A ),
with τ v = −1. Therefore, in order to produce a valley splitting,
the condition  = 0 is required. We turn to the case of gapped
graphene below.
The valley splitting in the case is analyzed in the framework
of perturbation theory. Again, Eq. (3.1) is utilized for a
general discussion first. For Bnormal = 0, Hmagnetic vanishes
and Eq. (3.1) reduces to
(0)
(0)
[H0 (τv ) + Helectric ] φD (τv ) = E (0) φD (τv ).

Using
Eq.
(5.2),
one
can
show
that
Imag[ φA(0) (τv )|Ay |φB(0) (τv )] here is actually τv independent.
Thereby, EZ (τv ) ∝ τv , carrying opposite signs for the τv = ±1
states and showing Zeeman valley splitting. Moreover, the
splitting size is generally QD structure dependent, as it
depends on the wave function of the quantized state.
Now, we proceed to a more detailed discussion of valley
splitting, based on the Schrödinger-type equation (3.2). We
consider specifically a rectangular QD, and write [correct to
O(Bnormal )]
(0)
(0)
(1)
(1)
+ HB0
+ H0τ
+ HBτ
+ Hrest ,
H  HBτ
2

(1)
H0τ
(1)
HBτ

Here, V = VQD = 12 m∗ (wx2×2 + wy2 y 2 ) (for a rectangular
QD), with O(wx ) ∼ O(wy ). H has been expressed in a form
convenient for the perturbative calculation. Each term in H
is labeled with two subscripts, with the first one (B or 0)
denoting whether it is Bnormal dependent, and the second one
(0)
describes a
(τ or 0) denoting whether it is τ v dependent. HBτ
two-dimensional (2D) anisotropic simple harmonic oscillator
with valley splitting. The corresponding oscillator function
is denoted as (0)
nm [(n,m) being the 2D harmonic oscillator
indices]. The other terms in Eq. (5.4) are treated as the
perturbation. These terms (except Hrest ) lead to the energy
correction linear in both Bnormal and τ v (i.e., the Zeeman
energy EZ ). Hrest is both τ v and Bnormal independent, and
irrelevant for the calculation of valley splitting.
The perturbation theory gives the following Zeeman energy
and valley magnetic moment:
(0)
(1) (0) 
EZ (τv ) ≈ τv μv0 Bnormal
 + φ00 HBτ φ00
1
(0)
(0) (0) 
HB0
φ11
+ 2 Real φ00
h̄(−wx − wy )

(0)
(1) (0) 
× φ11 H0τ φ00
= τv μv Bnormal ,


wx wy
h̄
.
μv = μv0 1 −
2 (wx + wy )

(5.1)

Owing to time-reversal symmetry, the states for τv = ±1
(0)
are degenerate. Specifically, one can verify that if ((0)
A ,B )
(0)∗
(0)∗
is a solution to Eq. (5.1) for τ v = 1, then (−B ,A ) is a
solution with the same energy, for τ v = −1, i.e.,
φA(0) (x,y; τv ),φB(0) (x,y; τv )
= −φB(0)∗ (x,y; −τv ),φA(0)∗ (x,y; −τv ) .

p
eA · p
(0)
+ V + τv μv0 Bnormal , HB0
=
,
2m∗
m∗
(5.4)
h̄
= τv ∗ [(∇V ) × p]normal ,
4m 


2
1
p
[A × (∇V )]normal .
= −τv μv0 Bnormal ∗ +
2m  2

(0)
=
HBτ

V. THE VALLEY SPLITTING AND THE VALLEY
MAGNETIC MOMENT IN A QD

lorbital

For Bnormal = 0, we treat Hmagnetic as a perturbation. [We choose
the asymmetric gauge (Ax ,Ay ) = (0,Bnormal x) to simplify
the discussion here.] It gives the following first-order energy
correction (linear in Bnormal )

(0)
(0)
(τv ) Hmagnetic (τv ) φD
(τv )
EZ (τv ) = φD

= 2evF τv Imag φA(0) (τv ) Ay φB(0) (τv ) . (5.3)

(5.2)

(5.5)

The second term in μv derives from the first-order R.C.
VI. μv TUNING IN dc AND ac MODES AND QUBIT
MANIPULATION

As Eq. (5.5) shows, μv depends on wx and wy —parameters
in the QD potential VQD . It suggests a way to tune μv via
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modulation of the potential. Below, we investigate electric
means of the modulation, in either dc or ac modes.
First, we consider a QD in the presence of a dc uniform
electric field (εx(dc) in the x direction) as well as the normal,
uniform magnetic field Bnormal , where VQD consists of a
dominant quadratic potential and a weak anharmonic one.
Two cases are analyzed. In one case, the anharmonic term
is cubic (x 3 ). In the other, it is quadric (x 4 ). The presence
of the anharmonic term is required because, without it, the
electric field would just shift the electron equilibrium position
without altering the physics.
We consider the cubic case now. Let
V = VQD + eεx(dc) x,
V2 =

1 ∗ 2 2
m w0 (x
2

VQD = V2 + V3 ,

+ y ), V3 = 13 k3x m∗ w02 x 3 .
2

Here, k3x characterizes the strength of V3 . We assume that
(m∗ w0 /h̄)1/2 , eεx(dc)
both k3x and εx(dc) are weak [k3x
∗ 3 1/2
(dc)
(m w0 ) ], and derive the effect of εx on the valley splitting.
We introduce xε(dc) ≡ −eεx(dc) /m∗ w02 , the shift in electron
equilibrium position due to the electric field, and write

2
1 ∗ 2
V
≈
m w0 x − xε(dc) + y 2
2

3
+ 13 k3x m∗ w02 x − xε(dc)

2
+ k3x m∗ w02 xε(dc) x − xε(dc) ,
x−xε(dc) →x

−−−−−→ 12 m∗ w02 (x 2 + y 2 ) + 13 k3x m∗ w02 x 3
+ k3x m∗ w02 xε(dc) x 2 ,
correct up to O(xε(dc) ). Here, a change of coordinates x −
xε(dc) → x has been made. The above result shows that the
dc field modifies the quadratic potential as follows:


1 ∗ 2 2
m w0 (x + y 2 ) → 12 m∗ wx2 x 2 + w02 y 2 ,
2


wx2 = w02 1 + 2k3x xε(dc) ,
giving it a slight anisotropy. Using the result in Eq. (5.5) for a
rectangular QD, we obtain the εx(dc) -induced Zeeman energy

 h̄w0
1
.
δEZ(dc) (τv ) ≈ − τv μv0 Bnormal k3x xε(dc)
8


(6.1)

Correspondingly, it gives the εx(dc) -induced valley magnetic
moment tuning
 h̄w0
1
≈ −μv0 k3x xε(dc)
δμ(dc)
.
(6.2)
v
8

The results in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) both are linear in h̄w0 /,
the ratio of the ground-state energy to the “rest mass” energy,
showing that these are the first-order relativistic effects.
Next, we consider the quadric case:
V = VQD + eεx(dc) x,
V2 =

1 ∗ 2 2
m w0 (x
2

VQD = V2 + V4 ,

+ y ), V4 = 14 k4x m∗ w02 x 4 .
2

Here, k4x characterizes the strength of V4 . Note that the
energy eigenvalue in this case is an even function, i.e.,
E(τv ; εx(dc) ) = E(τv ; −εx(dc) ). [It can be shown that if (x,y;τ v )
is an eigenstate (in the field εx(dc) ) with the energy E(τv ; εx(dc) ),
then ∗ (−x,y; τv ) is a solution (in the field −εx(dc) ) with the

same energy.] This result is used below. We also note that V2 +
V4 with k4x < 0 describes a parabolic confining potential with
a cutoff in the x direction. (One can also add a similar y 4 term
to cut off the potential in the y direction, without affecting the
discussion in this section.) Therefore, the presence of V4 is a
realistic assumption.
m∗ w0 /h̄,
We assume that both k4x and εx(dc) are weak [k4x
(dc)
∗ 3 1/2
(dc)
eεx
(h̄m w0 ) ], and derive the effect of εx on the
valley splitting. We write

2
1 ∗ 2
m w0 x − xε(dc) + y 2
V
≈
2

4
+ 14 k4x m∗ w02 x − xε(dc)

3
+ k4x m∗ w02 xε(dc) x − xε(dc)

2
+ 32 k4x m∗ w02 xε(dc)2 x − xxε(dc)
x−xε(dc) →x

−−−−−→ 12 m∗ w02 (x 2 + y 2 ) + 14 k4x m∗ w02 x 4
xε(dc)

=

+ k4x m∗ w02 xε(dc) x 3 + 32 k4x m∗ w02 xε(dc)2 x 2 ,

−eεx(dc) m∗ w02 ,

correct up to O(xε(dc)2 ). We further drop the linear-in-xε(dc) cubic
potential term k4x m∗ w02 xε(dc) x 3 from V . Since E(τv ; εx(dc) ) =
E(τv ; −εx(dc) ), the contribution of this term to the energy cannot
2 (dc)2
be linear. Instead, it is O(k4x
xε ) or of a higher order, which
is negligible in comparison to the result that will be derived
below. Thereby, we write


V ≈ 12 m∗ wx2 x 2 + w02 y 2 + 14 k4x m∗ w02 x 4 ,


wx2 = w02 1 + 3k4x xε(dc)2 .
The dc field again brings a slight anisotropy to the harmonic
part of potential. Using the result in Eq. (5.5) for a rectangular
QD, we obtain the εx(dc) -induced Zeeman energy

 h̄w0
3
. (6.3)
δEZ(dc) (τv ) ≈ − τv μv0 Bnormal k4x xε(dc)2
16

This corresponds to the εx(dc) -induced valley magnetic
moment tuning
 h̄w0
3 
k4x xε(dc)2
.
(6.4)
≈ −μv0
δμ(dc)
v
16

In either the cubic or the quadric case, the μv tuning can
be utilized to create the required asymmetry (μvL = μvR )
in the DQD structure of the qubit, and generate a qubit state
rotation R̂x about the x axis (of the Bloch sphere). Specifically,
we consider the case of a symmetric DQD structure, where
μvL = μvR . If a dc electric field is applied on the left QD,
for the time tx , a qubit state | will undergo the following
rotation [according to Eq. (2.5)]:


| → R̂x θx(dc) | ,


 (dc) 
θx(dc)
,
(6.5)
R̂x θx
= exp −iτx
2
2
θx(dc) = x tx , x = δμ(dc)
Bnormal .
h̄ v
Here, we have set the exchange coupling J ∼ 0 in Eq. (2.5), and
replaced μvL − μvR in the equation with δμ(dc)
v (induced by the
field in the left QD). With the parameters Bnormal = 100 mT,
k4x = L−2 (L is the QD size), xε(dc) /L = 0.2, −h̄w0 / = 0.2,
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 = 0.14 eV,28 Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) give x (the Larmor
frequency for R̂x ) ∼ O(ns−1 ), in the typical range currently
envisioned in SOI-based spin qubit manipulation.27 This
estimate of manipulation speed remains valid when a finite
J is included, since, as discussed in Sec. IV, J can reach
O(meV), with the corresponding z  O(ns−1 ) (z = J /h̄,
the Larmor frequency for R̂z ).
The ac mode of μv tuning can also be achieved with an ac
field superimposed on the dc field, e.g.,
εx = εx(dc) + εx(ac) sin(wac t).
Under the adiabatic condition, e.g., wac
w0 , where the ac
field does not cause any transition between QD energy levels,
the following additional tuning (δμ(ac)
v ) is obtained, namely,
for weak εx(ac) [eεx(ac)
(h̄m∗ w03 )1/2 in the cubic case, and
εx(ac)
εx(dc) in the quadric case],
δμv = δμ(dc)
+ δμ(ac)
(6.6)
v
v ,


1
h̄w0
δμ(ac)
≈ − μv0 k3x xε(ac) sin(wac t)
(cubic case),
v
8

(6.7)


3
≈ − μv0 k4x xε(dc) xε(ac)
δμ(ac)
v
8
h̄w0
× sin(wac t)
(quadric case),
(6.8)

eε(ac)
xε(ac) ≡ − ∗x 2 ,
m w0
correct to the order of εx(ac) . This result can be derived by a
straightforward application of Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4), where xε(dc)
is replaced by xε(dc) + xε(ac) sin(wac t).
We mentioned that the ac mode allows the qubit manipulation via qubit resonance techniques. A simplified picture of the
manipulation is given here which involves alternating R̂x and
R̂z , as follows. We assume that both the QDs are subject to dc
fields, and gates VL and VR have been tuned such that the dc
part of (μvL − μvR ),(μvL − μvR )(dc) , vanishes. Moreover, we
assume that only the left QD is subject to an ac field, and write
the ac part of (μvL − μvR ), (μvL − μvR )(ac) = δμ(ac)
v . For one
half of the ac cycle, the ac field induces the transformation
| →x (θx(ac) )|, with

2 π/wac (ac)
δμv Bnormal dt,
θx(ac) =
h̄ 0
μv0 Bnormal h̄w0
1
(cubic case),
(6.9)
θx(ac) = − k3x xε(ac)
2
h̄wac

μv0 Bnormal h̄w0
3
(quadric case).
θx(ac) = − k4x xε(dc) xε(ac)
2
h̄wac

(6.10)
In the other half of the cycle, it rotates the qubit state
through “−θx(ac) ”. In general, the qubit may be manipulated,
e.g., in the alternating sequence R̂x (θx(ac) ) → R̂z (θz = π ) →
target
R̂x (−θx(ac) ) → R̂z (θz = π ) → · · · R̂z (θz
+ π/2), into a tartarget
get state (θz
is the target state longitude). See Fig. 5. Here,
we have assumed (1) J = 0 when R̂x is acting on the qubit
state, and (2) between the half cycles, the ac field is turned off
and J is turned on, for a time length π h̄/J , when R̂z is acting
on the qubit state. Under the foregoing assumptions (1) and
(2), rotations about the x and z axes are basically decoupled.

FIG. 5. (Color online) In the ac mode, the initial qubit state, e.g.,
|zs , may be manipulated in the alternating sequence x (θx(ac) ) →z
(target)
(θz = π ) →x (−θx(ac) ) →z (θz = π ) → · · · z (θz
+ π/2) into a
(target)
is the target state longitude).
target state (θz

In the quadric case, the discussion of the ac mode for εx(ac)
can be extended to the regime where εx(ac) ∼ εx(dc) . In order
to see this, we write
εx(dc)



(ac)
δμv = δμ(dc)
+ δμ(ac)
v
v + δμv ,


3
h̄w0

,
δμ(ac)
= − μv0 k4x xε(ac)2 sin2 (wac t)
v
16


correct to the order of (εx(ac) )2 . Therefore, an additional term,

δμ(ac)
v , arises in the regime. It leads to a rotation through the
extra angle

2 π/wac (ac)
(ac)
θx =
δμv Bnormal dt
h̄ 0
in each half of the ac cycle. Being quadratic in εx(ac) , the sign

of θx(ac) does not flip during the whole ac cycle. However, this
additional rotation is nullified in the alternating sequence of
operations, since
R̂x (θx (ac) ) · R̂z (θz = π ) · R̂x (θx (ac) ) = R̂z (θz = π ),
as can be verified.
Appendix B provides an alternative treatment of the ac
electric effect on μv by employing a moving reference frame.
VII. THE PHONON-MEDIATED VALLEY RELAXATION
IN A QD, AND SINGLET-TRIPLET TRANSITION
IN A QD OR DQD

A qubit state may relax or dephase. It constrains the time
allowed for qubit manipulation. This issue is discussed below
in the case of valley pair qubits.
First, we estimate the valley relaxation time in a QD, in
the presence of the normal magnetic field Bnormal . We take L
(the QD size)  Å. The QD-confined states are denoted as

|KQD  and |KQD
, corresponding to the two energy valleys K

and K , respectively. The valley splitting is written as δEKK 
(∼2μv0 Bnormal ).

We write |KQD  and |KQD
 as follows:
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(K)+
(K )+

|vacuum , |KQD
 = cQD
|vacuum,
|KQD  = cQD

KQD (r ) = r | KQD  ≈ φ(r − RQD ; τv = 1)ei K· r uK ,



KQD
(r ) = r | KQD
 ≈ φ(r − RQD ; τv = −1)ei K · r uK  ,

K(K  ) = wave vector at K(K  ) point,
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or

R QD = QD center position,
uK(K  ) = Bloch cell-periodic function.


,Q,
KQD |HEP |KQD ,Q KQD ,Q|VQD |KQD

(7.1)




KQD |VQD |KQD
 KQD
|HEP |KQD
,Q



(K)+
(K )+
and cQD
are electron creation operators.  is the
cQD
envelope function, taken to be smoothly varying, with a width
L (due to the QD confinement).
The valley relaxation process occurs via the quantum

state flip |KQD  ↔ |KQD
. The process involves intervalley
scattering between K and K  and hence a corresponding large
−1
wave-vector transfer (δk = |K̄ − K̄  | ∼ Å ). It may occur
easily in the presence of a short-range impurity potential which
scatters the electron and provides the required wave-vector
difference.33 In this paper, however, we consider the clean limit
where the structure is free of such impurities, and δk must be
furnished by the confining QD potential. In addition, because

of the energy mismatch δEKK  between |KQD  and |KQD
,
the electron-phonon (EP) interaction also participates in the
transition, making up for the energy difference. (This is similar
to the phonon-mediated spin relaxation in semiconductor
QDs.20,21 ) Our calculation below is an estimate of the phononmediated valley-flip rate in a QD.
The EP interaction is modeled by the deformation potential
coupling involving acoustic phonons,
 
(v)
+ (v)+ (v)
MEP
(Q)(b−Q + bQ
)cQD cQD , (7.2)
HEP =

Composite electron-phonon states appear here. For instance, |KQD ,Q denotes the one-electron (KQD )–one phonon
(Q) state.

For the transition |KQD  ↔ |KQD
, Fermi’s golden rule
gives the rate
1
2π 
=
nQ |MK  →K |2 δ(|δEKK  | − h̄wQ )
τK  →K
h̄ Q
1
τK→K 

|MK  →K |
≈ |MK→K  | ≈

with the matrix elements
h̄
KQD |ei Q· r |KQD ,
2ρa AwQ
(7.3)


(K )
MEP
(Q) = D |Q|

h̄

K  |ei Q· r |KQD
.
2ρa AwQ QD

b and b are phonon creation and annihilation operators, D
is the deformation potential constant, Q is the phonon wave
vector, ρ a is the mass density, A is the system area, wQ = cs Q
(acoustic phonon dispersion), and cs is the sound velocity.
The QD potential is written below:




We take the depth of VQD to be V0 . We estimate
≈

(K)
(K )
MEP
(Q) − MEP
(Q)

 (K  )

 (K)
or O MEP
 O MEP (Q)
(Q) ,


(K)
(K )
MEP
(Q) ≈ MEP
(Q) ≈

D
1 + L2 Q 2

h̄|Q|
[≡MEP (Q)].
2ρa Acs
(7.10)

(KK )
(K K)


MQD
= KQD |VQD |KQD
, MQD
= KQD
|VQD |KQD .
(7.4)

(K  K)
MQD

For Bnormal = 0, the EP part in Eq. (7.9) vanishes due to
the time-reversal symmetry. For a finite Bnormal , the EP part is
finite, and an upper bound estimate is given below. (A more
accurate estimate is given later.) We write



(KK ) (K)+ (K )
cQD cQD + H.c.,
VQD ≈ MQD

(KK  )
MQD

1
(K)
(K  )
|MQD | MEP
(Q) − MEP
(Q) .
|δEKK  |
(7.9)



+



(with phonon absorption),
2π 
=
(nQ + 1) |MK→K  |2 δ(|δEKK  | − h̄wQ )
h̄ Q
(7.8)
(with phonon emission).

Here, nQ is the average phonon occupation number, and
MK  →K and MK→K  are the effective matrix elements describing the second-order processes in Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7),
respectively, with

Q v=K,K 

(K)
(Q) = D |Q|
MEP

≈ MQD , MQD

V0
=
. (7.5)
1 + (Lδk)2

Using Eq. (7.10), we obtain
2  


1
1
2π
1 1
nQ + ±
 O(1)
τK↔K 
h̄ δEKK 
2 2
Q
2
2
MEP
δ(|δEKK  | − h̄wQ ).
× MQD




KQD
,Q|HEP |KQD
 KQD
|VQD |KQD ,

(both with phonon emission),

(7.6)

(7.11)

After performing the Q summation, we obtain
1

The Lorentzian function with a width 1/L is used here and
below for the Fourier transform of a r -space function with
spatial width ∼L.

The phonon-mediated valley flip |KQD  ↔ |KQD
 is a
second-order process involving the following products of
matrix elements:

,Q|VQD |KQD ,Q KQD ,Q|HEP |KQD 
KQD

(7.7)

(both with phonon absorption).

τK↔K 

 O(1)

V02 D 2
+ L2 δk 2 )2 (1 + L2 Q20 )2

1 1
,
(7.12)
+ ±
2 2

h̄3 cs4 ρa (1


× nQ0

h̄cs Q0 = |δEKK  |.
Now, we give a more accurate estimate of the relaxation
(K)
(Q) −
rate for weak Bnormal . We expect the EP part [MEP

(K )
MEP (Q)] in Eq. (7.9) to be linear in Bnormal at weak Bnormal .
Therefore, for the estimate, we need to calculate each of the
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EP matrix elements correct to the order of Bnormal . According
to Eq. (7.3), this requires the calculation of the states |KQD 

 correct to the same order.
and |KQD
We use the Hamiltonian given earlier and listed again here,
(0)
(0)
(1)
(1)
H  HBτ
+ HB0
+ H0τ
+ HBτ
+ Hrest ,
2

p
eA · p
(0)
+ V + τv μv0 Bnormal , HB0
=
,
∗
2m
m∗
h̄
= τv ∗ [(∇V ) × p]normal ,
4m 


2
1
p
[A × (∇V )]normal .
= −τv μv0 Bnormal ∗ +
2m  2

(0)
=
HBτ
(1)
H0τ
(1)
HBτ

We take V = VQD (r) = 12 m∗ w02 r 2 . A
calculation using the symmetric gauge
1
(−Bnormal y,Bnormal x) yields the following
2
wave function [00 (τ v = 1) for the state

00 (τ v = −1) for |KQD
] correct to O(Bnormal ),
(0)
φ00 (τv ) = φ00
+ δφBτ + δφrest ,

δφBτ =

(0) (0)
φnm
HBτ

perturbative
(Ax ,Ay ) =
ground-state
|KQD  and





(1) (0)
(0)
HBτ
φ00
φnm

nm=00

(0)
(0)
E00
(τv ) − Enm
(τv )

Bnormal = 100 mT, and a temperature of 10 K, we obtain
τK↔K  ∼ O (ms), sufficiently long for qubit manipulation. The
time scale here for the valley relaxation is the same as that
for the SOI-induced spin decay in InAs nanowire QDs.35 If
Eq. (7.15) is extrapolated to the regime of room temperatures,
it gives T1 ∼ O(10 μs).
The discussion of valley relaxationcan be generalized to the
singlet-triplet transition |zS  ↔ zT ± in the DQD structure. It
yields


1
2π 
1 1
=
nQ + ∓
τS↔T ±
h̄ Q
2 2
× |MS→T ± |2 δ(|δEST ± | − h̄wQ ).

(7.16)

Here, δEST ± = ES − ET ± (singlet-triplet energy difference).
The singlet and triplet states are listed earlier in Sec. II.
The transition |zS  ↔ |zT ±  is also a second-order process
[similar to those given in Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7)] and involves
the phonon-mediated valley flip. MS→T + and MS→T − in
Eq. (7.16) are the corresponding effective matrix elements
of the process, with
1  (KK  )
1
(KK  ) 
(K)
MS→T + = √
MQD,R − MQD,L
MEP,L
(Q)
2 2 δEST +

(0)
φnm

√
3 2 μv0 Bnormal  (0)
(0) 
τv
φ20 + φ02
,
=−
16

(7.13)
(0) (0)
= Enm
φnm .

(0)
nm is the 2D isotropic oscillator wave function. δrest is the
part of perturbative correction that does not depend on either
(K)
(K  )
(Q) − MEP
(Q)] is expected to be
τ v or Bnormal . Since [MEP
linear in Bnormal , δrest is irrelevant for the calculation. Using
(K)
(K  )
(Q) − MEP
(Q)]
00 (τ v ) in Eq. (7.13), we calculate [MEP
according to Eq. (7.3),


(K)
(K )
MEP
(Q) − MEP
(Q)



1  (K  K)
1
(K  K) 
(K)
MS→T − = √
MQD,L − MQD,R
MEP,L
(Q)
2 2 δEST −


V02 D 2 −(h̄Q2 /2m∗ w0 )
1
0
e
(μv0 Bnormal )6
(1+δk 2 L2 )2 (h̄w0 )2
(+ for phonon emission,− for phonon absorption),


h̄w0
. (7.15)
h̄cs Q0 = |δEKK  | for Bnormal <
2μv0
The condition Bnormal < w0 /2μv0 is imposed here to avoid
level crossing between the lowest K orbital and the first
excited K  orbital. For  = 0.14 eV, L ∼ 350 Å, w0 ∼
30 meV, this condition is satisfied for Bnormal < 6.7 T.
Using these parameters, together with V0 ∼ 0.5 (for a
bound state to exist), D = 18 eV,34 cs = 2.1 × 104 m/s,34



(K)
(K )
(K )
+ MEP,R
(Q) − MEP,L
(Q) − MEP,R
(Q) .

The matrix elements appearing here are defined by expressions similar to those in Eqs. (7.3) and (7.13), modified to take
into account that there are now left and right QDs involved,
e.g.,
(K)
(Q) = D|Q|
MEP,χ



(K )
(Q) = D|Q|
MEP,χ

(7.14)

×

(7.17)

and

h̄ μv0 Bnormal
3
h̄
2
∗
|Q|3 e−(h̄Q /4m w0 )
≈ D ∗
.
8 m w0

2ρa AwQ
When we substitute this result into Eq. (7.9), and (7.9) into
(7.8), it gives


μ2v0
1
1 1
≈ O(1) nQ0 + ±
τK↔K 
2 2 e2h̄5 ρa cs8



(K)
(K )
(K )
(Q) − MEP,L
(Q) − MEP,R
(Q)
+ MEP,R

h̄
Kχ |ei Q· r |Kχ ,
2ρa AwQ
h̄
K  |ei Q· r |Kχ ,
2ρa AwQ χ

(7.18)
(χ)
(χ)
(KK  )
(K  K)
MQD,χ
= Kχ |VQD |Kχ , MQD,χ
= Kχ |VQD |Kχ ,
χ = L (left) orR (right) (QD).
(L)
(R)
VQD
and VQD
are the confinement potentials of the left and
right QDs, respectively.
If the left and right QDs are identical, the QD potential part
in MS→T ± vanishes. In general, for dissimilar left and right
QDs (with comparable size ∼L), we may write

|MS→T ± | < O(1)

1
|δEST ± |


(K)
(K )
(Q) − MEP
(Q) .
× MQD MEP

(7.19)

This is analogous to the matrix element in Eq. (7.9) for
valley flip, and, when used in Eq. (7.16), leads to Eq. (7.15)
(with the substitution δEKK  → δEST ± ) as an upper bound
estimate of 1/τS↔T ± , giving τS↔T ± > O(ms).
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A similar calculation applies to the transition |zS  ↔ |zT ± 
in a single QD. This case is relevant if the valley qubit is
initialized by utilizing one-QD singlets, as in the case of
spin-pair scheme.13 The transition rate is again described by
Eq. (7.16), and the matrix element involved is discussed in the
following.
The singlet and triplet states are written below:

For identical left and right QDs, the matrix element
vanishes. In the general case where the QDs are dissimilar
(with comparable size ∼L), we may follow the calculation
that leads to Eq. (7.14), and write
MS→T 0 ≈ O(1)D

(μv L−μvR )Bnormal
m∗ w02

∗

|Q|3 e−(h̄Q /4m
2

w0 )

(K  )+

(7.25)

(K0 )+
cQD0 |vacuum,
|zS  = cQD
(K0 )+ (K1 )+
cQD |vacuum,
|zT +  = cQD

(7.20)

(K  )+ (K  )+

|zT −  = cQD1 cQD0 |vacuum.

(K K0 )

MQD1

1
(K  K )
(K  )
(K0 )
M 1 0 MEP 1 (Q) − MEP
(Q) ,
δEST − QD
(K  K0 )

= K1 |VQD |K0 , MQD1

(Ki )
(Q) = DQ
MEP

(K  )

MEP i (Q) = DQ

= K1 |VQD |K0 ,

h̄
Ki | ei Q· r |Ki  ,
2ρa AwQ
h̄
K  |ei Q· r |Ki ,
2ρa AwQ i

i = 0, 1.

For a symmetric QD in the absence of magnetic field, the
lowest and the first excited orbitals have opposite parity sym(K1 K  )
(K  K0 )
metry. It follows that MQD 0 = MQD1
= 0 and, thereby,
MS→T + and MS→T − both vanish. In the general case where the
QD is asymmetric, we employ the following approximation:
1
MQD MEP .
|δEST ± |

(7.22)

This leads to Eqs. (7.11) and (7.12) (with the substitution δEKK  → δEST ± ) as an estimate for 1/τ ST ± . Using
 ∼ 0.14 eV, L ∼ 350 Å, V0 ∼ 0.5 (for a bound state to
exist), δEST ± ∼ 30 meV, Bnormal ∼ 100 mT, and a temperature
of 10 K, we obtain τS↔T ±  O(ms).
Last, we discuss shortly the singlet-triplet transition |zS  ↔
|zT 0  in the DQD. The transition is caused only by the EP
interaction, and does not involve any valley flip. The energy
difference between the states is J (the exchange splitting). The
transition rate is given below:


1
2π 
1 1
nQ + ±
|MS→T0 |2 δ(J − h̄wQ )
=
τS↔T0
h̄ Q
2 2
(+ for T0 → S, − for S → T0 ),

(7.23)

with the matrix element
MS→T 0 =

1
2



(K)
(K)
(K )
MEP,L
(Q) − MEP,R
(Q) − MEP,L
(Q)


(K )
+MEP,R
(Q) .

∗

× e−(h̄Q0 /2m

w0 )

[(μv L−μvR )Bnormal ]2 , h̄cs Q0 = J.
(7.26)

We use Eq. (7.26) to estimate τ S↔T 0 . We take
(μvL − μvR ) Bnormal ∼ 1 μeV, L ∼ 350 Å, D ∼ 18 eV,
h̄w0 ∼ 30 meV, and a temperature ∼10 K. For the stage of
ac mode manipulation when the rotation R̂z is acting on the
qubit state, we take J ∼ 0.1 meV. On the other hand, for the
stage when the rotation R̂x is acting on the qubit state, we take
J ∼ 0.1 μeV. In either case, it gives τS↔T 0  O(ms).
In conclusion, the discussion in this section shows that the
qubit coherence time is O(ms) in a typical case.
VIII. SUMMARY

(7.21)

|MS→T ± | → O(1)

This gives


μ2v0
1
D2J 6
1 1
≈ O(1) nQ0 + ±
τS↔T0
2 2 e2h̄5 ρa cs8 (h̄w0 )4
2

Here, the index 0 represents the lowest orbital, and 1 represents
the first excited one. The effective matrix element for the
transition is
1
(K K  )
(K  )
(K1 )
MS→T + =
MQD1 0 MEP
(Q) − MEP 0 (Q) ,
δEST +
MS→T − =

h̄
.
2ρa AwQ

In summary, this paper has examined the physics underlying
valley pair qubits in graphene DQDs. Confined valley magnetic
moments can be modulated electrically in dc or ac modes
based on the analog of first-order relativistic effect in graphene,
with the distinctive advantage of being state-mixing free. This
mechanism, together with the electrically tunable exchange
coupling, allows all-electric manipulation of qubits via electric
gates, on the time scale of ns. Moreover, the qubits envisioned
here are fault tolerant, with a long coherence time ∼O(ms).
Implementation of valley pair qubits requires the capabilities to (1) open a gap in graphene, and (2) manufacture
gated graphene devices in the nanometer scale, both being
important issues in the current development of graphene-based
nanoelectronics. Experimental realization of the qubits will
lead to utilization of the valley DOF, in addition to the
spin DOF, in quantum information encoding, and raise the
interesting prospect of valley-based quantum computing and
communication in carbon systems.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE
SCHRÖDINGER-TYPE EQUATION FOR ELECTRONS IN
GAPPED GRAPHENE

We sketch the derivation of the Schrödinger-type equation
in gapped graphene, with the magnetic effect and the first-order
R.C. included.
We begin with the Dirac-type equation

(7.24)
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HD φD = EφD ,
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HD =


+V
vF π̂+

π = p+eA,

vF π̂−
− + V
A=

1
2




,

φD =

φA
φB
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, (A1)

(−Bnormal y,Bnormal x) ,

p̂+ = p̂x + iτv p̂y , p̂− = p̂x − iτv p̂y ,
A+ = Ax + iτv Ay , A− = Ax − iτv Ay ,
π̂+ = p̂+ + eA+ , π̂− = p̂− + eA− .
Solving (A1), we obtain the following relation between the
two components of D ,
1
(A2)
φB =
vF π̂+ φA ,
+E−V
and the following equation for the component A ,
HN φA = (E − )φA ,


1
HN = vF π̂−
vF π̂+ + V .
+E−V

(A3)

Equation (A3) contains full relativistic effects. It can be
reduced to the Schrödinger equation with only the first-order
R.C. included, as follows.
1
We expand +E−V
in Eq. (A3), and keep the R.C. up to the
first order,


1
E−−V
HN φA ≈ vF π̂−
1−
vF π̂+ φA + V φA ,
2
2


= HN(0) + HN(1) φA .

Note that HN(1) includes non-Hermitian terms, such as
· p . A similar situation also arises in the derivation
of a Schrödinger equation (with the first-order R.C. included)
from the Dirac equation, in relativistic quantum mechanics,
with the reason being that A is not really the corresponding
Schrödinger wave function. It is a component of the Dirac
wave function D and, moreover, not even normalized to
the first-order R.C. We follow the standard procedure in the
textbook (see, for example, Ref. 36) to deal with the situation.
We apply the following similarity transformation:
1
( V)
4m∗  p

φA → φ = φA , HN → H = HN −1 ,
1
π̂ 2 .
 = 1+
8m∗ 

It can be verified that the function  is normalized to the
first-order R.C. The transformation in Eq. (A9) converts HN
into the following Hermitian Hamiltonian H with
H φ = Eφ,
H = H (0) + H (1) ,
2

H

R1(1)

1
vF π̂+ φA + V φA ,
(A4)
2


1 E−−V
vF π̂+ φA
HN(1) φA = −vF π̂−
2
2
(first-order R.C.).
(A5)

π̂− (π̂+ f ) = π̂ 2 f + 2m∗ τv μv0 Bnormal f
(f = generic expression).

(A6)

(0)

H (1)

HN(0) φA = vF π̂−

HN(0) is the nonrelativistic part of the Hamiltonian, and HN(1) is
the first-order R.C. HN(0) in Eq. (A4) is further simplified with
the following identity:

(A9)

R2(1)

π
=
+ V + τv μv0 Bnormal ,
2m∗
= R1(1) + R2(1) ,
(A10)
h̄τv
[(∇V ) × π ]normal (VOI),
=
4m∗ 
2

π2
1
1
=−
+ τv μv0 Bnormal −
(p 2 V ).
∗
2 2m
8m∗ 

(The electron energy E here is defined with respect to the
conduction-band edge.)
It is noted that our derivation here is a close analog of
the Foldy-Wourhuyawn representation of the Dirac equation.
Since the valley degree of freedom here plays a similar role to
the electron spin, it is not a surprise that the VOI—the analog of
SOI—appears in the Schrödinger-type equation derived above.

This gives
2

HN(0) =

π
+ V + τv μv0 Bnormal .
2m∗

(A7)

HN(1) in Eq. (A5) is also simplified, with the following identity:
(E −  − V )π̂+ φA = π̂+ ((E −  − V )φA ) + (p̂+ V )φA ,
where the first term on the right-hand side is further
1
vF π̂+ φA ) ≈
replaced, e.g., (E −  − V )φA → vF π̂− ( +E−V
1
π̂ π̂ φ , according to Eq. (A3). This yields
2m∗ − + A
2

π2
1
(1)
HN = −
+ τv μv0 Bnormal
2 2m∗
h̄τv
[(∇V ) × π]normal
4m∗ 
e
1
1
(pV ) · p −
(p 2 V ),
− ∗ A · (pV ) −
∗
4m 
4m 
4m∗ 
(A8)
+

APPENDIX B: AN ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT OF THE
AC ELECTRIC EFFECT ON μv

An alternative treatment of the ac electric effect on μv
is provided here employing a moving reference frame. We
consider a QD in the presence of both a normal magnetic field
(Bnormal ) and an in-plane ac electric field [εx(ac) sin(wac t) in the
x direction].
First, we investigate the case where the confining potential
is dominantly quadratic but asymmetric with an anharmonic
x 3 term,
H φ ≈ (H (0) + H (1) )φ,
V = VQD (x,y,t) + eεx(ac) x sin(wac t),
VQD (x,y,t) = V2 (x,y,t) + V3 (x,y,t),
V2 (x,y,t) =

195463-11

m∗ w02 2
m∗ w02
(x + y 2 ), V3 (x,y,t) =
k3x x 3 .
2
3
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Here H (0) and H (1) are those given earlier, e.g., in Appendix A. k3x characterizes the strength of V3 . We assume weak
k3x [k3x
(m∗ w0 /h̄)1/2 ] in order to facilitate the perturbative
argument below. We also assume the adiabatic condition,
namely,
w0 ,

wac

meaning that the electron displacement occurs on a time scale
much slower than that of the orbital motion.
The potential minimum location [x0 (t),0] [x0 (t) =
(ac)
(ac)
xε sin(wac t), xε(ac) = − meε∗xw2 ] varies in time, due to the ac
0

(h̄m∗ w03 )1/2 ]. We write

field. Let εx(ac) be weak [eεx(ac)

V ≈ V2 [x − x0 (t),y,t] + V3 [x − x0 (t),y,t]
+V2x [x − x0 (t),y,t] ,
V2x (x,y,t) = k3x x0 (t)m∗ w02 x 2 ,

(B1)

correct to the order of x0 . V2x modifies the quadratic part of
confining potential in the x direction, giving the frequency
parameter


δwx
, δwx = k3x x0 (t)w0 . (B2)
w0 → wx = w0 1 +
w0
Because of the adiabatic condition wac
w0 , the problem
here can be regarded as quasi-time independent, on the time
scale of the orbital motion. We are particularly interested in the
energy shift caused by the ac field. For the study of μv tuning,
we focus on the part of the shift, denoted as δELiVCES , which
is linear in both εx(ac) and Bnormal , as well as valley dependent,
i.e.,

 (x  ,y) is a eigenstate of H  (τv ,x0 ,vx0 ) with energy E, then
∗ (x  , − y) is an eigenstate of H  (τv ,x0 , − vx0 ) with the same
energy E.] It shows that the effect of the term on the energy
2
is of the order of vx0
(∝ εx(ac)2 ) or of a higher order, and does
not contribute to δELiVCES . We thereby drop this term below.
(From here on, we also drop the prime notation whenever it
does not cause confusion.)
Thereby, we write
H ≈ H (0) + H (1) + V2x .

(B3)

The presence of V2x shows that the quadratic part of VQD is
modified, as described in Eqs. (B1) and (B2), into one with a
slight anisotropy describing a rectangular QD. Now, Eq. (5.5)
for a rectangular QD can be applied. We obtain
δELiVCES = τv δμ(ac)
v Bnormal ,




h̄w0
1
(ac)
(ac)
δμv = − μv0 k3x xε sin(wac t)
(cubic case),
8

(B4)
in agreement with Eq. (6.7). Note that the presence of the
additional x 3 term (in H (0) ) in Eq. (B3) does not affect our
leading-order estimate of δELiVCES . It can be shown that this
term enters the perturbative correction at a higher order.
We extend the result here to the quadric case where
VQD = V2 + V4 ,
V2 = 12 m∗ w02 (x 2 + y 2 ), V4 (x) = 14 k4x m∗ w02 x 4 .

δELiVCES ∝ τv εx(ac) Bnormal .

Asymmetry in the potential can be introduced by applying
a dc gate voltage,

(LiVCES means “linear valley-contrasting energy shift”.)
We reformulate the present problem in a moving reference
frame, with the following transformation:


2
1
V = VQD + eεx(dc) x ≈ m∗ w02 x − xε(dc) + y 2
2

4

3
1
∗ 2
+ k4x m w0 x − xε(dc) + k4x m∗ w02 xε(dc) x − xε(dc) ,
4

x → x  = x − x0 (t), f (x,y; t) → f  (x  ,y; t)
(f is a generic expression). It leads to the equation (in the
moving frame)














H ψ (x ,y ; t) = ih̄∂t ψ (x ,y ; t),



H  = H (0) + V2x
+ H (1) − vx0 p̂x  ,

x−xε(dc) →x

→

k3x

H  φ  (x  ,y  ) = Eφ  (x  ,y  ),





H  = H (0) + V2x
+ H (1) − vx0 p̂x  .

First, we estimate the effect of the term vx0 p̂x  . We note that
E(τv ,x0 ,vx0 ) = E(τv ,x0 , − vx0 ).
[We regard x0 and vx0 as independent parameters in H  .
Given V  (x  ,y) = V  (x  , − y) here, it can be verified that if

1
1
1 ∗ 2 2
m w0 (x + y 2 ) + k3x m∗ w02 x 3 + k4x m∗ w02 x 4 ,
2
3
4
eε(dc)
= 3k4x xε(dc) , xε(dc) = − ∗x 2 .
m w0

V =

vx0 ≡ ∂t x0 ∝ εx(ac) .
With the adiabatic condition, we regard H  as being quasitime independent, and discuss the effects of εx(ac) -dependent

terms, i.e., V2x
and vx0 p̂x  , within the time-independent perturbation theory. We write the corresponding time-independent
wave equation

(B5)

Here we assume εx(dc) is weak [eεx(dc)
(m∗ w03 )1/2 but εx(dc) 
εx(ac) ], and retain only the terms up to the order of xε(dc) . Equation
(B5) shows that the dc field produces a cubic term with the
strength k3x = 3k4x xε(dc) . Using the expression of δELiVCES
derived earlier in the cubic case, we obtain


3
(ac)
= − μv0 k4x xε(dc) xε(ac)
δELiVCES = τv δμ(ac)
v Bnormal , δμv
8


h̄w0
(quadric case),
(B6)
× sin(wac t)

in agreement with Eq. (6.8). Note that the inclusion of
the x 4 term in the potential in Eq. (B5) does not affect
our leading-order estimate of δELiVCES . It can be shown
that this term enters the perturbative correction at a higher
order.
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